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Abstract

Originally published in Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, 1980, Vol 25(9), 748. Reviews the book, Thriving: Beyond adjustment by Alan M. Dahms (1980). The thriving process is discussed in Part I of this book; stages of human development in Part II; psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and humanistic "helpers" in Part III; and Part IV is intended to integrate Western views of growth and Eastern ways of liberation as well as futurist's predictions into a philosophical and practical call to action based on the need for thriving skills. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2006 APA, all rights reserved)
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thriving teriminin İngilizce İngilizce sözlükte anlamı. a thriving company, business etc is very successful. having or showing vigorous vegetal or animal life; "flourishing crops"; "flourishing chicks"; "a growing boy"; "fast-growing weeds"; "a thriving deer population". action of the verb to thrive. {s} succeeding, prospering. very lively and profitable; "flourishing businesses"; "a palmy time for stockbrokers"; "a prosperous new business"; "doing a roaring trade"; "a thriving tourist center"; "did a thriving business in orchids".
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